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Epazz, Inc. Founder, CEO and Cloud Technology Expert, Shaun Passley, PhD: The Lone Survivor
Of, ‘The DePaul University 1997 Incubator Project’ –
Epazz CEO and Cloud Technology Expert Shaun Passley defied the odds by not only surviving a turbulent
U.S. economy, but also being the lone survivor of the DePaul University 1997 Incubator Project. It has
been 16 plus years since the DePaul University Incubator Project, and Passley’s 15 year old tech
company is revenue robust. Company revenues for fiscal 2012 totaled $1,193,217, a tenfold increase
compared to when the Company first began publicly trading just a few years ago.
Shaun’s entrepreneurial drive and technology acumen set him apart from most, and this is no fluke.
Armed with, a Bachelor of Science in Finance and a Master’s of Science in Information Technology from
DePaul University, MBA from Benedictine University, a Master’s of Science in Product Development
from Northwestern University and PhD from Benedictine University College of Business.
Located in the heart of Chicago’s Loop this seemingly under the radar tech company has accumulated
quite the list of A-Clients from ESPN, Allstate, and Lindy’s to major academic institutions, The University
of Illinois, DePaul University, and The Ohio State University, among others. Epazz and its subsidiaries are
poised for the 21st century. Passley and his tech team are dedicated to developing the products and
services that will make a difference in the millennium.
Epazz Inc. is an enterprise-wide software company that specializes in providing customized web
applications to the corporate world, higher education institutions and the public sector. Epazz’ unique
BoxesOS applications can create virtual communities for enhanced communication, provide information
and content for decision-making, and create a secure marketplace for any type of commerce all through
the medium of the Internet. Epazz is the answer to the increasing information technology demand of
the 21st century.
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